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Abstract: This paper is focused on the evaluation of thermophysical properties of unheated oil and multiple
times heated oils to study the thermal degradation of edible oil which is reheated for very long time and hence
assess the quality of reheated oil being used in different first food shops and restaurants. The purpose of this
study is to evaluate the changes in different thermophysical properties such as total energy, refractive index and
conductivity of reheated edible oils that take place during the reheating of oils, in order to find an easy and cost
effective technique for quality testing of edible oils. Study reveals that the refractive index and conductivity of
reheated edible oil have increased and the total energy of edible oil has decreased due to reheating at high
temperature for long time. Study also indicates that the presence of food contents during the heating of edible
oil, affect the thermophysical parameters in some extent.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Edible oils are vital constituents of our daily diet, which provide energy, essential fatty acids and
serve as a carrier of fat soluble vitamins. Edible oils (e.g. palm oil, soybean oil or vegetable oil) are
continuously used for deep-fat frying in fast-food shops and restaurants for 12 to 40 hours at
temperatures of about 200 to 220 degree centigrade causes several oxidative and thermal reactions
which results in change in the thermophysical, chemical, nutritional and sensory properties over a
time period during frying [1, 2]. The degree of these reactions depends on duration, method of heat
treatment, frying medium and type of product [3, 4]. Reused oils could affect the shelf-life and
nutritional quality of fried foods due to the development of rancidity in the frying oil taken up by the
products [5, 6]. High frying temperature, associated with the presence of air and moisture, lead to
production of breakdown products that include volatile and nonvolatile and toxin compounds. These
products result from oxidation of unsaturated fatty acids, lipid hydrolysis, and transformation of linear
fatty acids in cyclical compounds and fatty acid or lipid polymerization [7]. The volatile products
such as aldehydes are lost during the frying process; the non-volatile fraction remains in the frying
medium and is absorbed by the fried food. Some of these remaining products have been implicated in
producing adverse health effects as they destroy vitamins, inhibit enzymes and could cause mutations
or gastrointestinal irritations [8]. Highly oxidized oils may also produce polyaromatic hydrocarbons,
which have carcinogenic effects [9].
Repeated heating of oils lead different thermodynamical reactions such as hydrolysis, oxidation and
polymerization processes and as a consequence the composition of oil changes which in turn changes
the flavor and stability of its compounds [10] and it also produces free radicals that are potentially
harmful for human body [11] by attaching themselves with the healthy cells and leads to diseases.
Atmospheric oxygen reacts instantly with lipid and other organic compounds of the oil to cause
structural degradation in the oil which leads to loss of quality of food and is harmful to human health
[12]. Another research found transition metals, such as iron, which is present in meat, increased the
rates of oxidation and thermal degradation of oil [13].
Several researchers studied the impact of temperature on the stability, viscosity, peroxide value, and
iodine value to assess the quality and functionality of the oil [14, 15, and 16]. Different physical and
chemical parameters such as iodine value (IV), saponification value (SV), viscosity, density and
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peroxide value (PV) of edible oil were used to monitor the compositional quality of oils [18, 19].
Here, in this work, thermophysical properties such as energy, refractive index, and electrical
conductivity of reheated and unheated cooking oils, continuously being used in different first food
shops and restaurants, were investigated as a part of the study.

2. SAMPLE COLLECTION
Unheated (i.e., Fresh) and multiple times heated edible oils were collected from the 20 different fast
food joints and restaurants located in and around the Dhaka city. During the deep frying process these
samples were heated for very long time (i.e., reheated for as much as 6 to 8 times and in total 50
hours) at high temperature (i.e., about 170˚C-220˚C). Some samples also have prepared in our
laboratory by reheating fresh (or unheated) oil at 220˚C for several times with the help of a magnetic
stirring electric heater. Before every test, sample was filtered and stirred very well to remove the food
leftover from the reheated oil. All samples were divided into two different categories: samples
prepared at laboratory as category A and samples collected from different first food outlets or
restaurants as category B.

3. ANALYTICAL RESULTS
In this section three thermophysical characteristic properties such as total equivalent energy (TEE),
conductivity, and refractive index of the oil samples (category A and B) is evaluated by the standard
laboratory methods and analyzed accordingly.
3.1. Energy Evaluation
Long time heating of edible oils at high temperature produce different types of byproducts, and based
on the original hypothesis, chemical compositions affect the energy (i.e., heats of combustion) of oils
and it vary among the different oil types because of their compositional differences. Total equivalent
energy (TEE) for all the oil samples (category A and category B) are measured using bomb
calorimeter (Model Parr-600) and the changes in the characteristic property of total energy are
analyzed in this section.
From the experimental results it is found that for every sample of category A and B, the quantity of
total energy of edible oils is decreased as a consequence of repeated heating at high temperature for
long time. Experimental results also indicates (shown in figure-1) that the amount of decrease of
average energy is much higher (almost 12%) for category B sample than the category A (only about
1%).

Figure1. Changes in energy values for unheated and heated edible oil

3.2. Refractive Index Evaluation
Refractive index is an important optical parameter to analyze the light rays traversing through
materials medium. Refractive index can be used as a quality control technique to identify the
adulteration of edible oils [20]. In this study, the refractive index of heated and unheated oils are
evaluated and analyzed for both category-A and category-B samples using Abbe’s refractometer.
From the experimental results it is found that refractive index of the long time heated edible oil have
increased for the both types (i.e., category-A and category-B) of samples, though, the amount of
changes is very small. Average values of refractive index for heated and unheated oil samples are
demonstrated by bar diagram (figure-2).
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Figure2. Changes in Refractive Index for unheated and reheated edible oils

It is also illustrated that the refractive index of samples of category-A is slightly lower than the
category-B samples and the changes in the value of refractive index due to long time heating is higher
for the samples of category-A than the samples of category-B.
3.3. Conductivity evaluation
Long time heating of edible oils at high temperature produce different types of byproducts (such as
free radicals) and these free radicals attach themselves to healthy cells and lead to carcinogenic
diseases. The oxidation byproducts (free radicals) produced due to the repeated high temperature
treatment (thermal decomposition) of oils affect the electrical properties as they are the major charge
carriers and therefore increase the electrical conductivity (i.e., ionic current) of the oil [21]. The
detection of these reactive species (free radicals) in oil may, in principle, provide useful information
for monitoring oil degradation [22]. In this study conductivity of unheated and repeatedly heated
edible oils were measured using conductivity meter (SensION EC5) with 95% accuracy at 25˚C
temperature. Each and every oils sample was filtered properly and the probe of the conductivity meter
was cleaned and dryied with methanol carefully before every reading had taken. From the table-3
(shown below), it is seen that the average conductivity of the reheated samples is increased for both
laboratory prepared sample and restaurant’s samples. From the figure-3 it is also clear that the average
conductivity of the laboratory prepared sample is much higher than the conductivity of the samples
collected from different first food shops and restaurants. Type A samples shows about 41% increment
in electrical conductivity whereas type B samples shows relatively less increment in electrical
conductivity (i.e., only 1.32%). It indicates that, it might be occurred due to cook foods take away the
byproducts and left very small number of free radicals with the discarded oils.

Figure3. Changes in conductivity for unheated and reheated edible oils

4. CONCLUSION
Thermophysical properties of edible oils have greatly affected by long time heating at high
temperature. Total equivalent energy of the samples of category-A have decreased in less amount
compared to the samples of category-B. On the other hand, conductivity of the long time heated
samples of category-A shows much higher increased than the samples of category-B. It might be
occurred due to the compositional difference of different oils: three different brand oils were taken as
sample of category-A whereas samples of category-B usually are non-brand and bad quality oils
(found in open market) used by most of the first food shop’s owners. Another cause might be due to
different heating process: category-A samples were heated in a control way in laboratory environment
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without the presence of any food contents whereas the samples of category-B were heated in the
presence of various food items under the open sky. Characterization of these thermophysical
properties corresponding to different heating time and heating temperature could be the potential area
of study. Further research is also necessary to explore the correlations among these three
thermophysical parameters and therefore develop an appropriate technique for quality checking of
edible oil.
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